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Abstract

Aging is still the most challenging issue for organic light-emitting diodes

(OLEDs), which causes the image-sticking artifacts on active-matrix organic

light-emitting diode (AMOLED) displays and limits their lifetime. To over-

come this demerit, an aging model is necessary to compensate for aging arti-

facts. In this paper, we present a unified OLED aging model, which combines

three feasible modeling approaches of OLED degradation, namely, data-

counting, electro-optical, and correlation methods. The model can be used to

predict the efficiency decay of OLED pixels during operation. It mitigates

weaknesses and limitations of each of these three models and deploys their

strengths, respectively. In the first aging stage, the data-counting model is pri-

oritized, and in the later stages, it is calibrated using the correlation model.

The dependency of the efficiency decay on the operation point of OLED is

covered by the electro-optical model. The unified model is based on both phe-

nomenal and physical effects. It delivers more reliability to determine an

OLED's degradation over a long-term operation and a wide operation range

like current amplitude and/or temperature range. The unified aging model

applies to either an analog or a digital driving scheme. A corresponding com-

pensation based on the aging model can be applied for extending the

AMOLED lifetime.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have become one
of the mainstream display technologies in recent years.
They fulfill growing demands for high-quality, flexible,
and energy-efficient displays. However, lifetime is still
the critical issue for an OLED, hindering its wide

penetration in more application fields, such as automo-
tive or augmented reality (AR).

Image-sticking artifacts (also known as burn-in effect)
are commonly observable on active-matrix organic light-
emitting diode (AMOLED) displays. This phenomenon is
attributed to the OLED degradation. Compared with
inorganic light-emitting diodes (LEDs), the OLED is
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more prone to degradation due to instable materials. The
luminance output of an OLED decreases gradually with
operation time. Image sticking may appear when differ-
ential aging occurs among the pixels. Human eyes are
sensitive to high-frequency spatial variations. Patterns,
which were displayed for a while, may appear
unintentionally image sticking. Among the three primary
colors, blue suffers the shortest lifetime. Furthermore,
aging will be much stronger under higher current opera-
tion and/or ambient temperature. These facts make the
expectation for a long lifetime display still far away,
despite continuous improvements in lifetime issues of
OLEDs.

To solve this issue, aging compensation has been con-
sidered as a feasible approach.1 The concept involves
compensating the efficiency decay of aged pixels on a
matrix. Through evaluation of the efficiency decay and
adaption of pixel gray value, the pixel-wise compensation
can be executed, and image sticking is then mitigated or
eliminated. Lee et al.2 proposed an external compensa-
tion method to alleviate the emission degradation for the
AMOLED display. The degradation evaluation through
sensing the variation of applied voltage is adopted in the
compensation algorithm. It is worth mentioning that
the external compensation in general has more potential
for solving aging and non-uniformity issues of AMOLED
display system than internal method.3

However, the actual challenge is the validity and
accuracy of an OLED's aging model. An aging compensa-
tion is based on an OLED's aging model, which can pre-
dict optical decay, because luminance loss in a matrix is
not a directly measurable value during the lifespan of a
display. In this paper, we are going to present three
OLED degradation models. A unified aging model

combining these three modeling approaches is to be
developed in order to increase the model accuracy and
thus achieve an effective aging compensation.

2 | DEGRADATION MECHANISM

An OLED is an electroluminescent organic semicon-
ductor device. When a voltage is applied to it, holes
and electrons are injected, transported, form excitons,
and finally recombine with emission of light, as shown
in Figure 1. The external quantum efficiency (EQE)
can be evaluated for light emission. The equation
is described as EQE= γ � ηr � q � ηout, where the factor γ
is the charge-carrier balance (electron–hole); ηr is
the radiative exciton production; q is the intrinsic
radiative quantum efficiency; and ηout is the out-
coupling factor.

Over a longer period of operation, degradation effects
in electrical and optical characteristics may be observed.

I. Degradation in electrical characteristic

The decay in electrical characteristic is a commonly
observed phenomenon, such as the forward-voltage rise4

or current drift. Considering the current flow generation
in a device during the operation process, multiple mecha-
nisms may contribute to this degradation: (i) injection
barrier rise originating from interface deterioration,
(ii) rising resistance due to trap formation in serial
layers,5 and (iii) accumulation of traps in the emission
zone.

II. Degradation in optical characteristics

FIGURE 1 Schematic

illustration of the light emission

process
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The decay in optical characteristic is more critical; unfor-
tunately, it is not electrically measured, whereas electri-
cal degradation is. The luminance degrades with
operation time, defining the OLED's lifetime. With con-
sideration of the working process and the EQE, the fol-
lowing potential effects may cause degradation:
(i) deterioration of charge-carrier balance, (ii) a decrease
of radiative quantum efficiency due to creation of trap in
emission layer,6 and (iii) decreasing out-coupling factor.

The electrical and optical degradations not only share
some common degradation causes but also have their
own degradation causes. Therefore, the correlation
between decay in electrical and optical characteristics
may be partial.7 The correlation depends on the aging
state, for example, pristine or very aged state, and the
operation point also has an influence on the correlation.
For the trap formation in emission zone, it may cause the
radiative quantum efficiency to decrease and induce an
operation voltage rise as well. It is a linked phenomenon
from this perspective. Nevertheless, it is incorrect to
assume that the luminance efficiency decay and voltage
rise have a deterministic relationship.5 This can be identi-
fied with AC aging test, in which AC driving can heal the
decay in electrical property but not the decay in current
efficiency.8

3 | ELECTRICAL-OPTICAL
DEGRADATION BEHAVIORS

We performed lifetime tests on blue and green OLED
devices provided by Novaled and Merck, as shown in
Figure 2. The OLED samples were continuously stressed
for thousands of hours, and multiple driving conditions
(current amplitude and/or temperature) were applied on
the OLED devices. The electrical-optical characteristics
and their degradation behaviors were measured and ana-
lyzed during the lifetime tests. While increasing the
applied voltage, the OLEDs experienced various regimes.
In addition, with aging time, the electrical (I-V) and

optical characteristics (Eff-V) dramatically decayed, as
shown in Figure 3. At a given operation voltage, the cur-
rent flow gradually drops. Simultaneously, the current
efficiency declines with aging time. OLEDs are vulnera-
ble to operational degradation. Furthermore, it was dis-
covered that the current efficiency decay depends on the
operation points.9 For example, the current efficiency
decay at 2.6 V is much stronger than at 3.5 V after 2000 h
of operation. This means that the efficiency decay is not
only a function of operation time but also a function of
operation point. Besides degradation behaviors in electro-
optical characteristics, some potential impact factors on
degradation behaviors were also investigated. It was
observed that the efficiency decay depends on driving
conditions, including current amplitude and tempera-
ture. They exert an acceleration effect on the degradation
behaviors. These facts should be considered in an OLED's
aging model. It is worth noting that the blue fluorescent
and green phosphorescent OLEDs show similar degrada-
tion behaviors in aging process.

The idea of compensation of OLED aging by adapting
pixel gray value might be straightforward. However, the
efficiency decay of aged pixel cannot be measured, when
an OLED-equipped device is with the end-user. The key
is a proper OLED aging model determining the efficiency
decay without any optical measurement.

4 | MODELING OF OLED
DEGRADATION

To effectively compensate pixel-wise luminance loss,
which induces the image-sticking artifacts on AMOLED
displays, modeling the degradation behavior of an OLED
is necessary. Because of limited understanding and com-
plex dependency of degradation mechanisms, it is not
practical to build a comprehensive physical model for an
OLED degradation. In this paper, three feasible degrada-
tion modeling approaches are presented for aging
compensation.7,10,11

FIGURE 2 OLED devices

for lifetime test (Novaled,

Merck)
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4.1 | Data-counting model

A data-counting model has been proposed as a pragmatic
mean to predict aging in operation.10 The empirical
model considers the OLED decay under multiple driving
conditions, namely, various current amplitudes and
ambient temperatures. Through calculation of accumu-
lated stress on devices during operation, the decay could
be evaluated. A unified decay profile is derived by inte-
grating multiple decay curves under various driving
conditions—this may meet practical conditions in most
applications.

During operation, the current efficiency of an OLED
gradually decays. With consideration of driving condi-
tions, the degradation can be described as a function of
three impact factors, namely, the current amplitude I,
temperature T, and the operation time. Equation 1
describes the accumulation stress Acc on an OLED in the
aging process, based on the coulombic degradation
law,12,13 the current amplitude, and thermal acceleration

effects.13,14 The coulombic law interprets that a total
amount of injected charges into an OLED quantifies the
decay of current efficiency. The acceleration factor for
current amplitude and temperature is formed in this
equation, which is derived from experimental observa-
tions. A unified decay profile for current efficiency is
derived as shown in Equation 2. The current efficiency η
is normalized to 1. Here, α is the decay exponent. Q80 is
defined as the accumulation quantity of injected charges,
when the current efficiency decays to 80% of its initial
value. This parameter depends on the current amplitude
and temperature (given reference points Iref and Tref). The
quantity of 80% is a reasonable value to specify the life-
time for most applications. Q is the injected charge dur-
ing operation and mathematically the temporal
integration of the OLED current. In an OLED display sys-
tem, it is proportional to the gray values
(GV) accumulated, which have been displayed on a pixel.
Thus, this method is called data counting.

Acc I,Tð Þ¼
ð

I
Iref

� �β�1

� exp
Ea

kBTref
� Ea

kBT

� �" #
� I �dt ð1Þ

η¼ 1

1þ0:25� Acc I,Tð Þ
Q80jIref ,Tref

� �α ð2Þ

Figure 4 shows the unification of multiple decay curves
to single decay profile for multiple driving conditions.
Figure 4A is the measured multiple decay curves during
lifetime tests with operation time on the x axis. Figure 4B
displays a modeled unified decay profile considering cou-
lombic degradation, current amplitude, and thermal
acceleration effect with ACC (Equation 1) on the x axis.
By counting the accumulation stress on the device, the
data-counting model with unified decay profile can pre-
dict the OLED degradation under multiple driving condi-
tions. Based on such a model, the pixel-wise
compensation can be implemented for an AMOLED dis-
play in real operations with varying current amplitude
and temperature.

Nevertheless, errors in model parameters, current,
and temperature may be accumulated. In the long term,
there may be a significant accumulation error for
predicting the relative efficiency, resulting in a lower
quality of compensation. Moreover, the current efficiency
decay also depends on operation point; thus, several
decay profiles may be needed in a display system. This
would not be an issue for the digital driving scheme due
to a fixed operation point but would be an issue in an
analog driving system. Equation 2 delivers a relative effi-
ciency value, which is valid for one operation point, for

FIGURE 3 Current–voltage (I-V) curves (A); current efficiency
versus voltage (Eff-V) curves in aging (B). Data from Merck green

phosphorescent OLED devices
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example, a defined current. The dependence over a wide
current range may be covered by an electro-optical mode.

4.2 | Electro-optical model

To simulate the efficiency decay with dependency on an
operation point, an electro-optical model has been devel-
oped.11 An OLED device generally contains several
organic layers, namely, injection layers (holes and elec-
trons), transport layers, and the emission layer. Electri-
cally, it can be described as an equivalent circuit of
multiple diodes and resistors, as shown in Figure 5.

Two or more serial diodes (e.g., EIL-ETLHIL-HTL)
are merged into one serial diode D_ser. The OLED device
has a resistance in each layer, which is summed up to the
resistance R. For the emission layer, it is modeled by
three elements, namely, D_emit, D_non, and R_leak. In
the emissive layer, OLED current is split into three bra-
nches, as the equation IOLED= Ileak+Iemit+Inon shows.

The leakage current is modeled by the leakage resistor, of
which the influence will disappear, if either D_emit or
D_non starts to conduct. The current flowing through
D_emit (Iemit) generates visible light, whereas non-
emissive current (Inon) flows through D_non without gen-
eration of any light, which is attributed to the fact that
the electron–hole pair annihilates in form of radiative
and non-radiative recombination. The intrinsic
radiative efficiency ηint as the property of D_emit (ratio
between the luminance and Iemit) is assumed to be con-
stant in the operation of the model. The current effi-
ciency eff for an entire device is thus described as the
equation eff= Iemit/IOLED� ηint. The formula indicates
that the current flow distribution causes the operational
dependency of current efficiency.11 This is valid for any
aging state. Consequently, the current efficiency depends
on operation point, as observed in the experiments.

Based on the equivalent circuit, the electrical and
electro-optical characteristics in dependency on operation
point can be simulated, as shown in Figure 6. At low
operation point, the device enters a leakage region. One
kind charge (hole) is solely injected into the device and
accumulated at the interface, whereas a small portion of
holes will reach the cathode, forming a leakage current
flow through device. In the model, the low leakage region
is dominated by R_leak, related to a leakage current. Due
to the absence of electrons, the OLED device is dark, and
the efficiency is 0 in this operation region. In the follow-
ing middle operation range, the device enters a recombi-
nation region, and current efficiency climbs significantly.
The electrons are injected into the organic layers, with an
improvement of charge balance. The recombination flow

FIGURE 4 Measured multiple decay curves (A) and modeled

unified decay profile (B) for OLED driven under various conditions

FIGURE 5 Structure and equivalent circuit of an OLED device
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is a twofold: the radiative recombination that generates
photons and the non-radiative recombination that does
not emit visible light. In the model of Figure 5, the
D_emit and D_non denote the emitting and non-emitting
path, respectively. Both diodes have different parameters.
The leakage path becomes a negligible share. In the high
operation range, there is a rectification effect for the cur-
rent flow, which refers to non-ohmic and ohmic conduc-
tion in/between multiple serial layers. And a roll-off
effect dominates the optical behaviors. It may be attrib-
uted to the lack of charge balance or exciton quenching.15

In the model, the serial diode and resistance cause an
electrical rectification behavior, and non-emission diode
influences the optical behavior in the high operation
range. The non-emitting diode has a lower emission coef-
ficient than the emitting diode; thus, the current effi-
ciency declines.

This electro-optical model is valid through the entire
lifespan of an OLED, as the physical structure stays
unaltered. In the aging process, the electrical and electro-
optical characteristics gradually degrade, as shown in
Figure 7. The degradation behaviors in the electrical and
optical properties due to internal degradation mechanism
can be modeled by the drifting parameters in the equiva-
lent circuit. The deteriorated interface or formed traps in
serial layer may result in a degradation behavior in -
current–voltage (I-V) curves (Figure 7A). The drift in rec-
tification region can be modeled by varying the
parameters of the serial diode and/or resistance. The deg-
radation mechanisms, such as decreasing radiative quan-
tum efficiency due to traps creation in emission layer,6

may induce a degradation behavior in current efficiency
(Eff-V) curve (Figure 7B). Based on the equivalent circuit,
the degradation behavior is interpreted by the aging on
the emitting diode, particularly the decreasing saturation
current of the D_emit model. At a very low voltage, the
fitting shows a deviation to some extent. There may be

FIGURE 6 Electro-optical characteristics: Current–voltage
curve (A); current efficiency versus voltage curve (B)

FIGURE 7 Measured and simulated (solid lines) electrical-

optical characteristics in aging: Current–voltage curves (A); current
efficiency versus voltage curves (B)
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two roots: very simple model for the leakage path; and
measurement error due to very low current and particu-
larly low luminance. Because OLEDs are generally oper-
ated at a range where recombination current is more
predominant, a certain discrepancy at low voltages need
not to be solved.

The model parameters of the equivalent circuit drift
during aging process; thus, the current distribution (Iemit/
Ioled) drifts as well, resulting in the decay of the current
efficiency. An effective approach is to model the drift of
parameters. For a stringent parameter extraction and
clear interpretation, a few model parameters may drift
with the operation time. The drifting parameters should
show a reasonable trend that is consistent with electro-
optical decay behaviors11 and can be explained by physi-
cal degradation phenomena.

4.3 | Correlation model

Besides the two modeling approaches above that are not
competing but rather complementing, an additional fea-
sible approach to quantitatively evaluate the efficiency
decay is to be introduced, namely, the correlation model.
This method is intended to derive a correlation between
optical decay and measurable electrical value. In contrast
to the data-counting model that is a look-forward
method, the correlation is rather a feedback approach.
An issue like error accumulation inherent in a data-
counting model no longer exists. Chen et al. proposed a
capacitance-based method for degradation.16 However,
the approach using capacitance as an indicator for optical
decay is not promising. The capacitance hardly drifts in
our lifetime tests, so that its sensitivity has been con-
cluded as low. A different approach is to measure the
voltage rise at a constant current for estimation of
the efficiency decay.17 But sensitivity is in this case low
as well due to a modest variation during aging process,
as the voltage is a logarithmic function of current. The
opposite measurement, measuring current at a constant
voltage, is much more sensitive, and it fits well to a digi-
tal driving scheme. Thus, current measurement has been
chosen to evaluate the efficiency decay.

A correlation between the current efficiency decay
and current drift in aging process is plotted in Figure 8. It
identifies that the decay in electrical and optical charac-
teristics may be fundamentally linked phenomenon
according to the analysis of degradation mechanism.

The pixel current is thus a sensitive measurable value
to derive the efficiency decay based on the correlation
profile. A linear correlation between relative efficiency
drift and relative current drift had been proposed for
aging compensation by our group.18 It is worth

mentioning that the relative current efficiency is of par-
ticular benefit, as it can directly be used for the aging
compensation, as will be described in Section 5.3. The rel-
ative current efficiency is referred to as relative efficiency
in this paper. The following formula may be formed to
approximate the correlation:

η
ηpristine

¼ k� I
Ipristine

þd ð3Þ

k is the proportional factor, and d is offset. Both depend
on the operation voltage. The offset may be ascribed to
the rising of serial resistance or interface deterioration in
the OLEDs during the beginning phase of aging. In
Figure 8, the correlations of efficiency decay and current
drift at three operation points were fitted with a linear
formula. Parameters for Equation 3 have been extracted
from measurement data for these three operation volt-
ages and stated in the plot.

Even though there is a strong relation between effi-
ciency decay and current drift, the correlation is not
100%. Indeed, the decays in electrical and optical charac-
teristics are partially correlated. Some degradation mech-
anisms may contribute to both, whereas others may only
impact one of them. As mentioned before, the deteriora-
tions of injection interface and charge transport cause
decay in the electrical characteristic, whereas the accu-
mulation of charge trap in EML may induce both voltage
rise and current efficiency decrease. Thus, a correlation
model based on accumulation of charge trap in EML is
expedient. Figure 8 shows that the slopes increase at a
lower operation voltage. Figure 9 also shows that the cor-
relation depends on the operation point. The curve at a
lower voltage point (i.e., 3.2 V) is well fitted with the

FIGURE 8 Correlation of efficiency decay and current drift in

experiment and simple linear correlation profile
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linear formula, whereas the curves at higher points depict
less fitting. At the high-voltage point, the current drifts
more sharply than efficiency decays, especially in the
beginning phase of aging. It implies that the correlation
at higher operation point is weaker compared with the
lower operation points. Based on the equivalent circuit,
the partial correlation of electrical and optical decay can
be analyzed and identified. The serial elements (serial
resistance and diode) and parallel elements (radiative,
non-radiative, and leakage) have impact on the I-V char-
acteristic. For the optical characteristic, the current effi-
ciency is determined by parallel elements (internal
current flow distribution between D_emit and D_non). At
higher operation points, the serial layers exert a signifi-
cant rectification on current flow. The deterioration of
serial elements then plays a much stronger role in cur-
rent drift, beside the drift caused by the parallel elements.
The current drift is therefore just partially correlated with
the efficiency decay. At a lower voltage point (3.2 V),
there is a nearly full correlation between current drift
and efficiency decay. It means both current drift and effi-
ciency decay are attributed to the same deterioration in
parallel elements (EML).

The correlation model allows also an insight into the
location and time of degradation effects. The serial ele-
ments have impact on electrical characteristic, but not on
optical characteristic. Among them, the degraded serial
resistance has no impact in the low operation range,
where the current is very low and does not cause any real
voltage drop across a resistor. If the operation voltage is
high, the degraded serial resistance would interfere with
the I-V, thus partial/lower correlation. The degraded
serial diode will have an impact in the low operation

range (3.2 V) as well as in the high operation range
(4.6 V). The fact that the correlation in the lower opera-
tion range is nearly 100% may yield to the conclusion that
the serial diode no longer drifts, after a very short aging
time has passed, although the serial resistance drifts in
long-term operation. The accumulation of traps in the
emission zone causes decay of electrical current and the
mostly undesired effect, current efficiency decay. This
effect can be correlated to electrical current decay.
Beyond the findings above, the original scope of the cor-
relation model remains; it shall be applied for aging com-
pensation, as will be described afterwards.

The degradation of an OLED is substantially
influenced by driving conditions such as luminance level
or ambient temperature. The electrical and optical char-
acteristics do not always decay hand in hand due to par-
tial correlation, as analyzed above. The correlation curve
may deviate from a linear function, especially in higher
operation points. However, in lower operation range, the
current drift and efficiency decay share identical degrada-
tion mechanism and deterioration of radiative diode.
Therefore, the two decays are synchronous, and the cor-
relation exhibits a linear profile. Because of the identical
cause of both decays at a lower operation point, the cor-
relation does not alter with various driving conditions,
but as one single unified profile. This is depicted by
Figure 10 showing the unified decay correlation profile at
lower operation point for devices stressed under various
driving conditions. This unified correlation profile may
prove that the model is valid over a wider operation and
temperature range.

The correlation model aims to derive the efficiency
decay with the measurable electrical value. However, the

FIGURE 9 Correlation between the efficiency decay and

current drift at three operation points

FIGURE 10 Unified decay correlation for various driving

conditions
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correlation between efficiency decay and current drift
depends on operation point. In higher operation voltages,
the correlation is partial and thus not reliable. The chal-
lenge is how to evaluate efficiency decay at a higher oper-
ation point, which is of more concern in real
applications. To solve this problem, the correlation model
may be combined with the equivalent circuit. The corre-
lation is high at a low operation point and can be chosen
to determine the aging parameters in the equivalent cir-
cuit and derive the efficiency decay at higher operation
points. An efficiency decay in a wide operation range can
thus be evaluated with correlation and the equivalent cir-
cuit. Compared with the data-counting model, the corre-
lation model may prevent the error accumulation in the
long-term operation and deliver more reliable results in a
strongly aged state.

5 | UNIFIED AGING MODEL FOR
AMOLEDs

In the previous sections, three models were presented,
providing the potential and feasible approach to predict
the degradation in quantity. However, they have their
own strengths and weakness. For the data-counting
model, the accumulation stress is counted, and the effi-
ciency decay is evaluated from a decay profile. In the long
term, errors in parameters, current, temperature, and so
forth may be accumulated; thus, deviations may get
larger and larger with time. In comparison with the data-
counting model, the correlation model delivers evalua-
tion of the efficiency decay with measurable electrical
value, seen as a feedback approach. It can overcome the
issue of error accumulation in the data-counting model
and deliver more reliable results in a strongly aged state,
despite the fact that this model shows more deviation in
the initial decay process. One example is that an offset
value is needed in Equation 3. In addition, the decay after
an electrical measurement cannot be tracked, so thus, the
efficiency decay may look stair-like. The real value of the -
electro-optical model is that the electrical-optical perfor-
mance in a wide operation range can be quantitatively
derived, by considering the internal current distribution
in the equivalent circuit. The dependency on operation
point for efficiency decay can be described and deter-
mined. Therefore, a unified aging model combining these
three approaches may deliver more reliability and effec-
tiveness to accurately model the OLED degradation. The
corresponding compensation in driving system can thus
be applied to suppress image-sticking artifacts on an
AMOLED display. This section describes the combina-
tion of the three models and its application in
aging compensation. It contains the following parts:

Section 5.1—aging calculation for a long term; and Sec-
tion 5.2—aging calculation for an operation range.
Besides the unified aging model, the aging compensation
for an AMOLED system will be presented in Section 5.3.

5.1 | Calibrated aging calculation for a
long term

The data-counting model is a looking-forward method, of
which the quality may be increased, if it is occasionally
calibrated during the whole lifespan. The correlation
model is a feedback method that may calibrate the data-
counting model. Both models state a relative efficiency
for an operation point. The data-counting model may be
established by tests at a medium and high operation
point, so that the lifetime test is not extremely long and
has application-like conditions. On the other hand, the
correlation model has a high correlation at a low or
medium operation point. Thus, a medium operation
point shall be chosen for the combination of both models.
The relative efficiency for a defined (medium) operation
point is termed in this paper as aging status. The equiva-
lent circuit model can take the aging status value and
deliver a relative efficiency value in dependence on the
real operation point given by the display application.

To achieve long lifetime, the relative efficiency should
be accurately predicted in a long-term operation. The
data-counting and correlation approach can be combined
in the aging model with dependence on the aging status.
A combination is shown in Figure 11. The relative effi-
ciency shall represent the aging status. Two aging phases
are defined. First is the beginning phase, which is a rapid
aging period. In this initial period, the relative efficiency
may not correlate well with the relative current, as
described above. The data-counting method is solely

FIGURE 11 Combined models for a long-term operation
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applied. Because the duration of this period is relatively
short, the error accumulation is limited and the model
accurate. The second phase is a much longer aging period
with much slower, but stronger decay. In this period, the
correlation approach is applied and combined with data
counting in the aging calculation. The electrical measure
method can deliver more reliable results in a strongly
aged state than the data-counting model. It is executed
after certain periods of aging time. The interval (dura-
tion) between two measurements may get longer, when
the OLED has been stressed for a longer period of time or
a higher current amplitude/temperature. The deviation
of aging calculation due to accumulated error in previous
state can be gradually calibrated. The evaluated efficiency
decay may be finally close to real decay value and more
accurate than each of the data-counting model and the
correlation model alone.

Figure 11 shows an exemplary procedure for the com-
bination. The blue solid line is the data-counting
approach with declining efficiency over operation time.
The green triangles indicate the time of electrical mea-
surements, and the green arrow lines denote the calibra-
tion steps. The formula and procedure for the calibration
will be described mathematically later in this section.
The combination of these two approaches describes a
practical aging calculation path over the whole operation
period, of which the relative efficiency shall be close to
the real decay profile. If only the data-counting model is
applied (dotted line), the aging prediction will signifi-
cantly deviate from the real decay, as shown by the
dashed line in this figure. The electrical measurement
should be triggered at a reasonable interval, satisfying the
tolerance of the human eyes (e.g., the relative change is
less than 1%).

Additionally, the threshold may be defined by the
deviation between electrical and optical decay in the cor-
relation model during the beginning of operation. In the
initial aging phase, the OLED device is more vulnerable
to a deterioration of serial layers and/or interfaces,
resulting in strong decay in the electrical property but
not as much in the optical performance. The current drift
has an offset of about 5% for the case of Figure 8 at 3.2 V.
The d parameter in Equation 3 is 0.06. Therefore, a
threshold of 0.95 is reasonable. Due to the asynchronous
electrical and optical decay, the correlation approach is
not applied in the beginning phase. Because the opera-
tion time of this phase is short, it can be expected that
the error accumulation of the data-counting model is
low. Thus, the data-counting model is solely applied in
the first phase.

In the second phase, degradation occurs in the emis-
sion layer and serial layers (trap formation). If the electri-
cal current is low, a good correlation between decay of

electrical current and decay of the current efficiency can
be assumed. Thus, the correlation model will have a
higher weight in the combined model, which will be
described by a formula later. This means that the data-
counting model and the correlation model are combined.
The exact procedure will be described in the next para-
graphs. The plot in Figure 11 is firstly explained. When
an electrical measurement has been performed, the corre-
lation model will deliver a relative efficiency value, which
is to be combined with the data-counting model. The cor-
relation model may calibrate the data-counting model
including the ACC value. Before the next electrical mea-
surement, the data-counting model can further calculate
the relative efficiency online, so that the relative effi-
ciency continues to fall gradually. This process is depicted
in Figure 11 by the falling edge after each calibration and
decreasing curve between the two calibrations.

Figure 12 shows a procedure for the aging model
combining the data-counting model and the correlation
model for a long-term aging process. In this diagram, the
aging status is calculated by weighting the evaluation
from both approaches. The weight factor is a function of
the aging status. The data counting is real-time operation
during the whole lifespan, whereas the correlation
applies for aging calculation at intervals along the second
aging phase. In the long-term aging period, the calibra-
tion will be executed intermittently after each measure-
ment until the end of the lifespan. The output, aging
status flows into a procedure of calculation for a wide
operation range and aging compensation, as will be
described later in this section.

Figure 12 is described here in detail. The data-
counting model provides a method for quantitatively
predicting the OLED's aging during operation, as
described in Section 4.1. In this model, the input image
data and driving conditions are accounted for each pixel
during operation. The driving conditions consider cur-
rent amplitude and ambient temperature as the aging
acceleration factors. Based on the record of driving his-
tory, the stress accumulated can be calculated for each
pixel. This function is accomplished in module of ACC
in diagram, and the formula refers to Equation 1 in
Section 4.1. After determining the accumulated stress,
the decay in current efficiency can be derived from a
unified decay prediction profile (UDP). It refers to the
formula, that is, Equation 2. Multiple driving conditions
are considered in the calculation. The model's
parameters may be extracted from a sample set of device
samples in previous aging tests. Take the following pro-
cedural as an example. At each time point (0–t1–t2 …),
the accumulation stress Acc in the operation period is
calculated, and the relative efficiency at each point
(1–η1–η2 …) can be then derived.
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0 : Acct0 ¼ 0 ηt0 ¼ ηpristine ¼ 1

t1 :Acct1 ¼Acct0 þ
ðt1
0
f I tð Þ,T
� � �dt,ηt1 ¼ 1

1þ0:25� Acct1
Q80jIref ,Tref

� �α…

ð4Þ

In the second aging phase, the correlation model is
applied for calculating the aging status. The correlation
model can derive the optical decay with a measurable
electrical value. The correlation of efficiency decay and
current drift was identified and modeled, as described in
Section 4.3. In the aging model, the electrical measures
will be used to evaluate the current drift of pixels and its
distribution on panel matrix. According to the correlation
between electrical and optical decay, the relative effi-
ciency can be determined. This function is executed in
the block of Corr in Figure 12. Electrical measurements
can be triggered by auto or manually setting in a display
system (e.g., measure at each time before turning on the
display). Due to the partial correlation of electrical-
optical decay, the current drift measure may be taken at
a low or medium operation point (OP) for a higher corre-
lation. The combination of the data-counting model and
the correlation model should deliver a degradation value,
for example, relative efficiency at one defined operation
point or an aging parameter of the equivalent circuit
model. The usage of electro-optical model for further OPs
will be discussed in Section 5.2.

The two relative efficiency values from both models
will flow into Aging Determination block (Figure 12). In

this block, the aging status will be calculated taking into
account efficiency decay of both data counting and corre-
lation, and the weight factor according to aging stage.
The calculation is as shown in Equation 5.

ηSTATUS ¼WDC �ηDCþWCORR �ηCORR ð5Þ

The weight factor WDC and WCORR are one in sum. In
the first aging phase, the weight factor WDC is 1 because
data counting is solely applied for calculating the effi-
ciency decay. In the second aging phase, the correlation
evaluation is combined into aging calculation, with a
gradual higher weight factor preferred. The weight fac-
tors are determined by the aging stage of the whole
period. The function may be described as the following
formula:

WDC ¼ 1�WCORR ¼ f AgingStatusð Þ¼ f ηSTATUSð Þ ð6Þ

Aging status may be the relative efficiency and noted as
ηSTATUS. Because the aging is a slow process, the last
aging status may be used as in Equation 6. An exemplary
curve of weight factors with dependency on aging status
in the long term is as shown in Figure 13. The module
“evaluation aging stage” determines the weight factors
and triggers electrical measure at intervals.

By combining both modeling approaches in the aging
model, the aging status can be effectively and dependably
determined during the whole operation period. Possible
random faults of the two models may get mitigated.

FIGURE 12 Diagram for

combination of data-counting and

correlation methods for a long

operation term
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Using the feedback electrical method, the off-track accu-
mulation stress by data counting can be calibrated as
well, according to weighted aging status. To further use
previously calibrated value in the data-counting proce-
dure, the formula (Equation 7) is applied. The formula is
a reverse function of Equation 2.

Acc¼ g0 ηSTATUSð Þ¼Q80 � 4 � 1
ηSTATUS

�1

� �� 	α�1

ð7Þ

The calibrated value will be used to further accumu-
late new stresses by using Equation 4, whereby the out-
put of Equation 7 is the starting value. This way, the
accumulation stress can be calibrated, so that the data-
counting model may deliver a continuous and consistent
value. Based on this, the relative efficiency can be calcu-
lated as the slowly falling curves depicted in Figure 11.
The results can be stored in memory, which may be used
for aging compensation, as will be described in
Section 5.3. The data-counting and correlation methods
are complementary. A regular calibration of the data-
counting model by the correlation model may make the
calculation of aging status more accurate and closer to
the real decay. The data-counting model will be evalu-
ated online. The overall deviation of this combination
can be closer to the lower one of these two models.

5.2 | Relative efficiency in dependence
on operation point

The OLED decay depends on operation point, as dis-
cussed in the degradation behaviors from experiments in
Section 3 and shown in Figure 3. The efficiency decay
may depend on operation point. As seen in Figure 3B,

the decay of current efficiency at a lower operation point
is much stronger than at a higher operation point, partic-
ularly at a strongly aged state. This is the dependency
that is more relevant in an analog driving scheme espe-
cially in a wide operation range. The aging status or the
relative efficiency as delivered by the combined model of
data counting and correlation is only valid for an opera-
tion current, and it does not directly apply for an
operation range. To effectively evaluate/derive the effi-
ciency decay in an operation range, the electro-optical
model is to be integrated into the unified aging model.

The electro-optical model is built based on an equiva-
lent circuit. It can merge electro-optical behaviors. The
link between photon flux and electrical current is
the constant intrinsic current efficiency ηint of the diode
D_emit. This efficiency is modeled as a constant over
both the whole current range and the whole lifespan.
Degraded model parameters can describe the decay of
electrical and thus optical properties and current effi-
ciency during the entire lifespan. The most important
drifting parameter is the saturation current Isemit, which
declines with the operation time.11 Through determina-
tion of the drifting parameters in the equivalent circuit,
the corresponding efficiency decay for an operation point,
for example, given by image data, can be derived.
Figure 14 maps an OLED pixel as a gray box with essen-
tial currents and photon flux. This circuit of three diodes
and two resistors shall represent the structure of
an OLED.

When a voltage is applied, current will flow through
the OLED device. The light emitted is the real output,
which is a function of the internal radiative current flow
(Iemit), the product of Iemit, and the internal efficiency

FIGURE 13 The two weight factors during aging

FIGURE 14 OLED as gray-box device in operation
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(ηint). The current efficiency in dependence on the Ioled is
determined by internal current distribution in device.
The relevant part of the equivalent circuit (Figure 14) for
current efficiency is described by the following formulas.

IOLED ¼ Ileakþ Iemitþ Inon ≈ Iemitþ Inon ð8Þ

Iemit ¼ Isemit exp
U0

nemit �Vt �1
h i

ð9Þ

Inon ¼ Isnon exp
U0

nnon �Vt �1
h i

ð10Þ

Because the parameter Isemit decreases with operation
time, the voltage across the internal diode voltage U0

increases for a constant current Ioled. At a low Ioled, the
drift of the serial resistance does not matter as described
in Section 4.3.

The aging process of an OLED is mapped by drifting
parameters of the model. The primary aging parameter,
the saturation current of D_emit, Isemit is responsible for
efficiency decay and current drift. The serial resistance
Rser contributes to the decay in electrical characteristic
(current drift). It is worth noting that IOLED, but not the
voltage, is the operation point in AMOLED applications.
Thus, only the drift of Isemit has influence on the effi-
ciency decay, but not the drift of the serial resistance Rser.

The reduced current efficiency can be ascribed to the
reduced Isemit. For a constant current Ioled, the voltage
across the internal diode voltage U0 increases. Although
other model parameters are modeled as stable/invariant,
Iemit is reduced, whereas Inon is increased, so that the sum
of both remains constant. The current efficiency is
decreased.

To evaluate the degraded Isemit, the combined data-
counting and correlation approaches in Section 5.1 may
provide the input, namely, the aging status at a defined
medium operation point (ηSTATUS). The current distribu-
tion between Iemit and Inon at this operation point can be
gained by offline simulation of the equivalent circuit,
whereas the parameter Isemit is varied. The relationship
between the parameter Isemit and ηSTATUS is expected as a
monotonic function as expressed in Equation 11. Please
note that the ratio between an aged Isemit and the pristine
parameter (IsO) is not equal to the relative efficiency
ηSTATUS. The dependence of the relative efficiency on
operation point is a nonlinear function of Isemit, as the set
of Equations 8–10.

Isemit ¼ h ηSTATUSð Þ ð11Þ

Simulation of the equivalent circuit may yield to the rela-
tive efficiency in dependence on the operation point. For

an operation point IOLED, the current distribution
between Iemit and Iemit depends on the saturation current
of D_emit, although the sum of both currents is constant
(IOLED). The ratio between the simulated Iemit for a given
Isemit and the simulated Iemit in the pristine state is equal
to the relative efficiency ηSTATUS. For ηSTATUS = 1, the
parameter Isemit has the value of IsO.

This equivalent circuit allows the simulation over a
wide range of operation points. Because the aging status
(ηSTATUS) is to be considered, the parameter Isemit will be
varied, whereas the operation point in the simulation is
the defined operation point for the combined data-
counting and correlation models. A relationship between
the relative efficiency and this parameter, as Equation 11
indicates, may be established. In a further and more com-
plex simulation run, the parameter Isemit and the opera-
tion point IOLED are varied. The ratio between the
simulated Iemit at an operation (IOLED) and for a given
Isemit and the simulated Iemit at the same operation point
and for the pristine parameter IsO is the effective effi-
ciency in aging process for this OP, as the equation below
shows.

ηEFF ¼
Iemit IOLED, Isemitð Þ
Iemit IOLED, IsOð Þ ¼ j1 IOLED, Isemitð Þ

¼ j2 IOLED,ηSTATUSð Þ
ð12Þ

By substituting Isemit in j1 function by ηSTATUS as the
reversal of Equation 11, a function ( j2) depending on
IOLED and ηSTATUS can be derived. This function is based
on extensive simulation, which is executed in an offline
mode. The result is a two-dimensional function with an
operation point IOLED and an aging status ηSTATUS. The
2D function may be stored in a lookup table (LUT). Dur-
ing the online pixel pipeline processing, the aging status
ηSTATUS can be simply read out from the LUT and used
in real-time aging compensation processing. This way,
the three approaches, data-counting, correlation, and the
electro-optical models, are unified allowing an effective
aging compensation.

5.3 | Aging compensation for AMOLEDs

OLED aging causes reduced luminance, and differential
aging causes image-sticking artifacts. This is the main
problem with AMOLEDs. An effective method mitigating
this problem is to increase gray value for an aged pixel,
so that the luminance objective is met. This is called
aging compensation and can be implemented on a con-
trol chip, which delivers control signals for an AMOLED
panel.
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It is described above that the relative efficiency
depends on the operation point. For the two principal
driving technologies, analog and digital driving, the oper-
ation ranges are very different. Although the operation
point for digital driving is nearly constant and the gray
value is realized by on-time, the operation point for ana-
log driving varies over a wide range of several magni-
tudes, whereas the lighting time is constant.

This difference between analog and digital driving
leads to two different algorithms for the compensation.
The base for the compensation is nevertheless the same,
namely, the unified OLED aging model with the relative
efficiency for an operation point as the output.

I. Digital driving

For a digital driving system, the gray values are mod-
ulated by lighting time. Because the pixels are driven at a
constant voltage, the luminance loss is attributed to both
current flow and current efficiency. The luminance loss
due to current drift could be directly measured by elec-
tronic means and compensated.

The compensation of the decay of current efficiency
requires an aging model as described in this paper. How-
ever, the operation point IOLED varies in a narrow range.
For the determination of the relative efficiency, the oper-
ation point may be set as constant. Thus, the effective
efficiency ηEFF according to Equation 12 is now a one-
dimensional function with just one input, the aging sta-
tus ηSTATUS.

The aging status ηSTATUS of every pixel is modeled
and calculated according to Section 5.2 and stored in a
frame buffer. A gray value for a pixel GVORIG is the con-
trol signal, which corresponds to a total on-time of the
pixel. In the case of an aged pixel, ηSTATUS and ηEFF are
below the value 1. The effective efficiency ηEFF may be
read from a one-dimensional LUT, because the operation
point is constant. The input of the 1D LUT is the aging
status of this pixel ηSTATUS and the output ηEFF. The equa-
tion below will deliver the compensated gray value used
to control this pixel.

GVcomp ¼GVorig

ηEFF
ð13Þ

GVCOMP is the compensated gray value. The on-time, that
is, the lighting time of the pixel, is extended. The lumi-
nance generated shall be identical to the luminance of an
unaged pixel with the GVORIG duration. GVCOMP is trans-
mitted to the display controller unit.

For the case that a strongly decreased IOLED has to be
considered or a very high accuracy is required for the
compensation, Equation 12 with decayed IOLED will be

used. The input IOLED may be approximated from the
aging status ηSTATUS and Equation 3, so that Equation 12
is turned to a different 1D LUT. Compared with digital
driving, the compensation for analog driving is more
complicated.

II. Analog driving

For analog driving, the dependence of the efficiency
on the operation point is a much more crucial issue.19

For the original gray value GVORIG, there is a
corresponding current IORIG. This current is not necessar-
ily proportional to the original linear gray value, as the
current efficiency is not constant in the pristine state but
depends on the operation point.

IORIG ¼ k GVð Þ ð14Þ

DATA¼D IOLEDð Þ ð15Þ

For an OLED current given or a gray value (GV) given,
there is an LUT for the controlling signal (DATA), which
is applied to the driver transistor of the pixel circuit. The
TFT transistor is operated as an analog current source
and feeds a current, for example, IORIG into the OLED of
the pixel. Due to operational aging, the efficiency is
decreased and an effective efficiency ηEFF may be
obtained from the aging model as described in this paper.
The OLED current may be increased to a compensated
value ICOMP for which the following equation is valid.

ICOMP �ηEFF ¼ ICOMP � j2 ICOMP,ηSTATUSð Þ¼ IORIG �1
ð16Þ

The function j2 is that of Equation 12. The equation
above is an implicit equation for ICOMP needed to control
the pixel circuit, so that the image-sticking artifacts can
be compensated. Common methods solving this equation
may be applied. One is binary search that has a limited
complexity and can be executed within a defined number
of processor clocks.

Figure 15 shows a procedure to calculate ICOMP and
provides the control signal DATA. The input gray value
for a pixel leads to a current IORIG by reading a 1D LUT k
(GV), whereas the aging status of the pixel ηSTATUS can be
read out from a memory for aging status. The SOLVER
module may iteratively solve Equation 16. One method is
a binary search method. An ICOMP may be approximated
and fed to j2 2D LUT for ηEFF, whereas ηSTATUS is the
other input of this 2D LUT. The distance between
the product of the output and of the 2D LUT, ηEFF and
approximated ICOMP, and IORIG is checked against
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Equation 16. In the event the product is too low, ICOMP is
increased at a defined bit position. Otherwise, ICOMP

is decreased at a defined bit position. The bit position
starts from the most significant bit (MSB) and will be
subsequently moved to a lower position till the least sig-
nificant bit (LSB). This way, the number of iterations is
limited, and the final distance shall be sufficiently small.
The output of SOLVER is ICOMP, which leads to a DATA
signal controlling the pixel circuit.

Thus, the unified OLED aging model as described in
this paper provides an accurate and efficient method to
suppress the scared image-sticking artifact for analog
driving scheme as well as for digital driving scheme.
Overall, the key of the aging compensation is the quality
of the aging model.

An aging compensation method has been applied for
a digital driving AMOLED display.18 A test image was
displayed on the panel with and without aging compen-
sation, as Figure 16 shows. The left photo shows image-
sticking artifacts marked by the two yellow bubbles. With
compensation, the image-sticking artifacts on AMOLED
display were alleviated. Thus, the lifetime of
AMOLED displays may be extended.

6 | SUMMARY

In this paper, three OLED aging models have been ana-
lyzed with respect to their strengths and weaknesses,
respectively. The data-counting model, which considers
the acceleration effects of current amplitude and temper-
ature, is accurate in the beginning aging phase. It is a
look-forward method and can deliver aging status online.
The correlation model in the beginning aging phase is
less dependable due to the asynchronous electrical and
optical decay. In a more aged state, an effect of the
decreasing radiative quantum efficiency by traps in emis-
sion layer dominates the degradation. A high correlation
between relative current drift, which is measurable, and
relative efficient drift may be established. This feedback
method may calibrate the data-counting model so that
the strengths of these two models are combined.FIGURE 15 Aging compensation procedure for analog driving

FIGURE 16 A test image displayed

without (left) and with aging applying

compensation (right) on a digital

driving AMOLED
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The electro-optical model with an equivalent circuit
is the third model considered in this paper. It describes
the dependence of the current efficiency on the operation
point. The drifting parameter is mainly the saturation
current of the emissive diode, which gets smaller with
the radiative quantum efficiency decreasing. It has been
observed that after a short aging period, the rising serial
resistance contributes to the electrical I-V drift, rather
than deterioration of the serial interface for serial layers.
Whereas the combined model can predict the relative
efficiency for one defined operation point, the simulation
of the equivalent circuit can deliver relative efficiency as
a complex function of the aging status, which is described
by the combined model, and the operation point. Thus,
the three modeling approaches are unified to one aging
model applicable to aging compensation in real display
application.

Particularly for analog driving, the operation point
lies in a wide range of several magnitudes. A proprietary
algorithm for aging compensation has been developed,
which may be integrated in pixel pipeline processing. A
real-time video operation is practical at a modest proces-
sor complexity. With this unified model, a reasonable
accuracy within a very long operation time may be
expected, so that a significantly longer AMOLED lifetime
can be achieved. Moreover, further applications with
higher temperature, high brightness, or long lifetime
requirements such as automotive and high dynamic
range (HDR) may get feasible with AMOLED.
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